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Introduction
Changes have been rapid in today’s scholarly publishing communities. The advent of open
access publishing, the digital humanities, and the growth of megajournal publications such
as F1000Research and PeerJ are examples. Peer review systems are no exception to
change. Increasingly publications are opening up their peer review processes, allowing
authors and referees to know one another’s identities. Peerreview processes that disclose
referee and author identities are considered open peer review (OPR). [1] OPR seeks to
ameliorate issues in traditional double and singleblind review processes including but not
limited to: time from submission to publication, reviewer accountability, and more.
Our students and faculty may pursue authorship with or serve as referees and editorial
board members for publications that use OPR. Since academic librarians frequently consult
on scholarly communication issues such as author rights, open access, and on academic
publishing in general, librarians should understand OPR as an evolving form of peer review
in scholarly publications. Moreover, academic libraries increasingly act as publishers,
hosting journals in librarianship and other academic fields. As library publishing grows,
academic libraries and librarians will need to consider whether OPR is something we can
support and implement.

How does it work?
There are numerous ways OPR can be implemented and it varies from publication to
publication. Some common implementations at journals are to publish attributed referee
reports and author responses alongside the final article; divulge author and referee identities
to one another during the review process; publicly acknowledge reviewers alongside the
article; or even publish attributed author and referee comments during and/or after the
review process. Other implementations of OPR also exist, such as postpublication peer
review that incorporates nonreferee public commentary, and some implementations are
optin, where submitting authors indicate their desire to participate in an open process.

Why adopt OPR?
There are several reasons a publication may implement OPR. Some have argued that blind
or singleblind review slows down the time from submission to article publication, and OPR
can ameliorate this problem. [2,3] Others assert that blind review can result in reviewer
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abuse, so OPR is seen as an accountability mechanism to minimize this behavior.
Moreover, many contend that “blind” review is not effective in masking author and referee
identities, so blinded review is moot. While some have lauded the ability for OPR to lessen
an editor’s work, [4] it is not clear that this is the case. In all current OPR implementations I
have observed, there remains an editorial role in publication. In other cases authors have
argued that using OPR can provide a more developmental writing environment for authors,
where OPR supports them to have more discourse with and among reviewers, thereby
improving the final article version. It has even been argued that OPR can assist in
strengthening a scholarly community by creating a robust space for dialogue amongst
authors, referees, and the public on research and ideas. [5,6,7]
Whatever the goal of OPR, it is important that “The form and function of open review
practices, like any peer review process, should be dictated by community goals and needs,
which should in turn determine the technologies employed.” [8] While each journal may have
similar goals for implementing OPR, there will remain unique concerns and needs in
different publishing communities.

Is OPR as effective as single or double blind reviewing?
Some studies have argued that signed reviews are of better quality, [9] and that papers
reviewed with OPR are of better quality than those that are not. [10,11] However, because
any OPR implementation will be responding to a particular community’s needs and goals,
efficacy of OPR will need to be measured and assessed by that community.

What’s happening in our field?
To date, there are very few experiments and discussions regarding OPR in LIS publications.
At this point, those that use OPR are independent DIY publications, including In the Library
with the Lead Pipe, Journal of Radical Librarianship, and Journal of Creative Library
Practice, which uses an optin version of OPR. There is, however, a continuing discussion
among the College & Research Libraries Editorial Board regarding OPR. [12] Additionally,
ACRL’s researchbased monographic series, Publications in Librarianship, will soon be
experimenting with OPR.
Most of the scholarly literature in our field discussing writing and publishing models engages
with open access, the library as publisher, and investigates how to support academic
librarians in their own writing and publishing.

Conclusion
This is a current and developing practice in scholarly publishing that librarians need to
continue to explore and discuss. To that end ACRL should continue to support experiments
with and conversations about OPR in its publications. As academic librarians, we observe
and engage with new practices in scholarly communication, and OPR should be no
exception. Whether academic librarianship embraces OPR as a model of peer review for its
publications, or we simply observe experiments in other disciplines, we can position
ourselves to better support our patrons and our publishing ventures by examining OPR.

Journals with OPR Processes
ADA: A Journal of Gender, New Media, and Technology
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Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics
BioMed Central
F1000Research
Frontiers
In the Library with the Lead Pipe
Journal of Creative Library Practice
Journal of Radical Librarianship
PeerJ
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